MANUSCRIPT TRANSFER POLICY
Manuscript transfer allows submissions that are rejected by one journal to be forwarded to another
journal for consideration. The process is author‐driven, meaning that authors decide whether to
transfer their manuscript to a second journal.
In cases where a manuscript is not accepted by JID, the Editor may offer authors the option to transfer
their submission to JID Innovations (JIDI), its sister publication. JID Innovations is an online‐only Open
Access journal that provides an international forum for the rapid and open publication of high‐quality,
peer reviewed research in the field of skin biology and disease. JID Innovations features original
scientific reports related to all aspects of skin science from molecular studies to population health,
including studies addressing the pathogenesis and treatment of skin diseases. JID Innovations articles
should address questions that are important and relevant to the community of researchers and
clinicians focused on skin biology and disease. Submissions may confirm or challenge current
knowledge, inform the community of a new technology or resource, advance a new hypothesis, or
challenge existing paradigms (see editorial). This invitation will appear in the JID rejection letter. The
authors may accept or decline this invitation to transfer the submission, using an embedded link in the
decision letter. Authors are asked to respond to this invitation within 30 days. If the authors agree to
the transfer, the manuscript files, any reviews, reviewer identities, editor comments, and the decision
letter will be shared confidentially with the JIDI Editorial Board.
If the authors wish to appeal the rejection of their manuscript by JID, this should be completed BEFORE
transferring the submission to JID Innovations.
Manuscript transfer minimizes the burden on authors after a manuscript has been rejected. Most
manuscripts transferred from JID to JIDI will require no alteration by the authors to be considered by
JIDI. The author account is the same for JID and JIDI, and both journals conduct peer review from the
site. Upon receipt, the transferred manuscript will be assigned a new manuscript number by JIDI.
Manuscript transfer saves time in review, meaning a decision is rendered sooner and accepted work can
be published more quickly. JID and JIDI are committed to rigorous, timely, and fair peer review. The
journals are also committed to ensuring reviewers’ contributions are maximized and avoiding reviewer
fatigue. In most cases, the JIDI Editor will make a first decision based on transferred reviews, meaning
that a decision could be made within one week of receipt. Additional reviewers will be invited at the
Editor’s discretion, which may extend the time in review. In the case of editorially rejected JID
submissions, JIDI may invite external reviewers before making a decision; in this case the peer review
will take longer. All decisions on manuscripts transferred to JIDI will be based on JIDI’s scope and its
Editorial Board’s independent evaluation of the reviewer comments. To ensure editorial consistency,
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the Editors hope that the original JID reviewers will be willing to review future revisions for JIDI, should
the journal request revisions by the authors. To avoid burdening reviewers, JIDI will make every effort
to handle revisions editorially rather than request multiple rounds of review by external reviewers.
When additional input is desired from previous reviewers of transferred submissions, these reviewers
will be invited to review the revised submission (i.e., the manuscript will not be returned to these
reviewers automatically for re‐review). JIDI will maintain all JID confidentiality policies related to
submitted reviews and reviewer identities.
Note: For accepted manuscripts, the official “submitted” date will be the transfer received date.
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